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Abstract 

We investigate upper bounds on the sample-size sufficient for ‘solid’ learnability with respect 
to a probability distribution. Extending analysis of Ben-David et al. (1989, 1995) and Bendek 
and Itai (1991) we obtain a sufficient condition for feasible (polynomially bounded) sample-size 
bounds for distribution-specific (solid) learnability. 

1. Introduction 

There have been extensive studies of probabilistic models of machine learning; see 

the books [3, 11, 121, for example. In the standard ‘PAC’ model of learning, the defini- 

tion of successful learning is ‘distribution-free’. A number of researchers have examined 

learning where the probability distribution generating the examples is known; see [7, 51, 

for example. In this paper we seek conditions under which such distribution-specific 

learning can be achieved with a feasible (polynomial) number of training examples. 

2. The PAC learning framework 

In this section, we describe a probabilistic model of learning, introduced by Valiant 

[ 151 and developed by many researchers (see for example [9]). It has come to be 

known as the probably approximatefy correct Ieaming model [ 11. 
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Throughout, we have an example space X, which is either countable or is the 

Euclidean space lRn for some n. We have a probability space (X, C,p) defined on X, 

where we assume that when X is countable, C is the set of all subsets of X and that 

when X is R”, C is the Bore1 a-algebra. A hypothesis is a C-measurable (0, 1}-valued 

function on X. The hypothesis space H is a set of hypotheses, and the target, c, is 

one particular concept from H. A labelled example of c is an ordered pair (x,c(x)). 

If c(x) = 1, we say x is a positive example of c, while if c(x) = 0, we say x is a 

negative example of c. A sample y of c of length (or size) m is a sequence of m 

labelled examples of c. When the target concept is clear, we will denote the sample 

simply by the vector x EX~, so that if x = (xi , . . . ,xm) then the corresponding sample 

of c is ((xi, al ), . . . , (x,, a,,,)), where aj = c(xi). The learning problem is to find a good 

approximation to c from H, this approximation being based solely on a sample of c, 

each example in the sample being chosen independently and at random, according to 

the distribution p. 

Fix a particular target c E H. For any hypothesis h of H, the error of h (with 

respect to c) is er,(h) = p(hdc), where hdc is the set {x: h(x) # c(x)}, the symmetric 

difference of h and c. We say that a hypothesis h is s-close to c if er,(h) < E. For any 

set F of measurable subsets of X, we define the haziness of F (with respect to c) as 

haz,(F) = sup{er,(h) : h E F}. 

The set H[x,c] of hypotheses consistent with c on x is 

H[x,c] = {hEH:h(xi)=c(xi) (1 <i < m)}, 

which we shall usually denote by H[x] when c is understood. Now we can define what 

is meant by solid learnability. (This terminology comes from [5].) 

Definition 2.1. The hypothesis space H is solidly learnable if, for any E, 6 E (0, l), 

there is m. = mg(s, S) such that given any c E H, for all probability measures p on X, 

m>mo + $‘{xEXm:haz,(H[x])<r}>l-6. 

Here, /.P’ is the product measure on X. 

In words, H is solidly learnable if for a given accuracy parameter E and a given 

certainty parameter 6, there is a sample size, independent of the distribution and the 

target concept, such that any hypothesis consistent with that many random examples 

will ‘probably’ be ‘approximately’ correct. (In this case, a learning algorithm which 

returns a consistent hypothesis will perform well.) From now on, ‘learnability’ shall 

mean ‘solid learnability’. 

We assume throughout that the spaces satisfy certain measurability requirements - 

namely, that they are universally separable, so that the probabilities in the definitions 

and proofs are indeed defined. (This means that there is a countable subset Ho of H 

such that any hypothesis in H is the pointwise limit of some sequence in Ho. Details 

may be found in [13, 91). 
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3. Distribution-independent sample sizes 

The Vupnik-Chervonenkis dimension (or VC dimension) [16] has been widely used 

in order to obtain some measure of the degree of expressibility of a hypothesis space, 

and hence to obtain learnability results [IO, 91. Given a hypothesis space H, define. 

for each x = (xl,. . . ,x,) cXm, a function x* : H + (0, l}” by 

x*(h) = (~(xI ), . ,h(x,)). 

The growth function, Z~‘H from the set of integers to itself is defined by 

n,(m) = max{]{x*(h): h E H}I : x gXm} < 2”. 

If 1(x*(h) : h E H}I = 2m then we say that x is shattered by H. If n,(m) = 2” for all 

m then the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of H is infinite. Otherwise, the Vapnik- 

Chervonenkis dimension is the largest positive integer m for which n,(m) = 2”‘; that 

is, the largest integer m such that some sample x of length m is shattered. We remark 

that any finite hypothesis space certainly has finite VC dimension. 

It can be shown that if VCdim(H)=d, and m 3 d 3 1 then IIH(m) < (em/d)d [ 141. 

This is useful in obtaining bounds on the sufficient sample size mo(c,6). It can be 

proved [16, 91 that if the hypothesis space H has finite VC dimension d, then H 

is learnable. Further, if H is learnable then H must have finite VC dimension [9]. 

Specifically, the sufficiency result of Blumer et al. follows from the following, which 

is a refinement of a result from [16]. 

Theorem 3.1 (Blumer et al. [9]). For any distribution 

,P{x EX”’ : haz,,(H[x]) > e} < 2L’~(2nz)2-~““. 

This bound has been tightened [4], resulting in the 

sample-size. 

following bound on sufficient 

Theorem 3.2 (Anthony et al. [4]). The hypothesis space H is learnable I~H has,finite 

VC dimension. IJ‘ d = VCdim(H) > 

where In denotes natural logarithm. 

4. Distribution-dependent learning 

1 is jinite then a suitable mo is 

(d’(di ‘)) +2dln (:))I, 

Recall the definition of learnability of a hypothesis space H. H is learnable if for 

any accuracy parameter E, any confidence parameter 6, any target concept c E H and 

any probability measure p on X, there is a sample-size mo, which is a function of c 
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and 6 alone, such that the following holds: With probability at least 1 - 6, if some 

hypothesis h is consistent with c on at least mo inputs chosen randomly according to 

the distribution p, then h has actual error less than E. As emphasised earlier, the value 

of nto must depend on neither the target concept c nor the distribution (probability 

measure) ~1. In many realistic learning problems, the distribution on the input space 

is fixed but unknown. This is the primary reason for proving learnability results and 

finding sufficient sample-sizes which are independent of the distribution; results that 

are independent of the distribution certainly hold for any particular distribution. If 

something is known of the distribution or if the distribution is of a special type, it may 

be possible to say more, obtaining positive results even when the hypothesis space has 

infinite VC dimension. 

In order to introduce distribution-dependent learnability, we may define learnability 

of a particular concept c from a hypothesis space H, with respect to a particular 

probability measure p on the input space X. We say that c is p-learnable in H if 

given any a, 6 E (0, 1 ), there is an integer ma = ~o(E, 6, c, ,u) such that for all m 2 mo, 

,um{x EX” : haz,(H[x, c]) > a} < 6. In addition, we say that H itself is p-learnable if 

every c E H is p-learnable and if there is a sufficient sample size mo which is indepen- 

dent of the hypothesis c. If H is p-learnable for every distribution p on X, then we 

say that H is distribution-dependent learnable, abbreviated as dd-learnable. 

If one examines closely the proof in [9] of Theorem 2.1 then it is clear that the term 

nH(2m) in the bound can be replaced by the expectation over X2m of the function 

nH, where nH(x)= 1(x*(h): h EH}I. Indeed, this is clear from [16]. (This will be 

a random variable if we assume that H is universally separable; see [2]). Thus, for 

distribution-dependent analysis, we can use E~&L’H(x)) in place of nH(m), where 

E24.) denotes expected value with respect to p2” and over X2”. This yields 

/.P{x EX” : haz,(H[x]) > E} < 2 E2m(IZ~(~)) 2-r-:m’2, 

for m > 816. 

A function f is said to be subexponential if, for all E > 0, as x tends to infinity, 

f(x) exp(-ax) tends to zero. With this definition, we have the following. 

Theorem 4.1. Let p be any probability measure on X. Zf E,,(~‘H(x)), the expected 

value of n,(x) over X” (with respect to p”), is a subexponential function of n, then 

H is p-learnable. 

Proof. For m 2 8/~, pLm{x EX” : haz,(H[x]) > F} < 2 &~H(X)~-"~'~. If 

&rnfl~(X) 2- w2 __+ 0 asm-+cc 

for all E > 0, which is the case if En (n,(x)) is a subexponential function of n, then 

the quantity on the right-hand side can be made less than any 6 > 0 by choos- 

ing m 2 mo, where mo depends only on ~1 and not on the hypothesis c. The result 

follows. 0 
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It is fairly easy to see that demanding that En (Zi'~(x)) be subexponential is equiv- 

alent to demanding that n-1 log En (I~H(x)) -+ 0 as II + 00. In fact, results of Vapnik 

and Chervonenkis [16] show that the weaker condition n-'En (log n,(x)) + 0 as 

n + x is sufficient. 

We give two examples of this theorem ~ one discrete and the other continuous. 

Example 1. Let {Bj}i a 1 be any sequence of disjoint sets such that IBil = i (i 3 1) 

and take as example space the countably infinite set X = UE, Bi. Let the probability 

measure p be defined on the a-algebra of all subsets of X by 

/4(x))= f ; GE&). 

Let the hypothesis space H be the set of functions H = Ur, (1~ : C C B,}, where 

I= : X + (0, 1 > is the characteristic function of the subset C. Then it is easy to see 

that H has infinite VC dimension and thus is not learnable. However, we can use 

Theorem 3.1 to prove that H is ,n-learnable. For x EX”, let I(x) be the set of entries 

of x. That is, Z(x) = {zci : 1 < i < n}. Then it is not difficult to see that 

where the sum is over all i such that I(x) n Bi # 0. Therefore, 

l(x) c Sk = b & =+ n/,(x) < 2 + 22 + ‘. + 2k < 2k+‘. 
?=I 

Further, n,(x) < 2” for all x EX”. 

Let qk be the probability that Z(x) C &; that is, qk = @(S,“), where S,” = (S,,)’ is the 

k-fold Cartesian product of S,. Then, 

For any 0 <x < 1, (1 -x)” > 1 -11x and so, for k > 2, 

Since the sets St cover X”, we therefore have 

n-l 

En(ndx)> < 2’l1 + c(f’/k - qk-i)2k+’ +2”(1 - /f(s,“_,)) 

k=2 

n-1 

k=2 

= 1 + 4n(n - 2) + 2n < 4n2. 

It follows that the expected value of ZIH(X) is polynomial and therefore H is 

,n-learnable. 
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Example 2. Let X be the set of non-negative reals and let the distribution have proba- 

bility density function p(x) = e-‘, so that p([O, ~1) = 1 - e--Y, Let the hypothesis space 

H consist of all (characteristic functions of) finite unions of closed intervals, at most 

k of which intersect the interval [0, k2] for each positive integer k. Thus, for example, 

[1,2]U[3,5] is in H, but [0, l]U[2,3]U[3,5]U[7,9]U[17,18] is not, since four of the 

intervals in this union intersect the interval [0,32]. Let us denote the interval [0,k2] by 

Sk. Then p(Sk)= 1 - eek2 and (see [9]) H 1 & has VC dimension 2k. If x E Si then 

no d n2k+‘, by a crude form of Sauer’s result. In any case, OH d 2” and it 

follows that 

En(IIH(x)) < &2k+’ @‘(Sk) - @(Sk- I >) + 2°C 1 - cl”($)> 

k=l 

n2k+‘( 1 - (1 _ e--(k-1)2)n) + 2”(1 _ (1 _ fnz)“) 
k=l 

3 
n2k+2e-(k-l)z + 2nne-n2 

k=l 

The second quantity tends to 0. Further, n2’+2e-(x-‘)2 < n4 exp((ln n)2), as can easily 

be checked by calculus, so that 

2 n2k+2e-(k-‘)* < f15 exp((lnn)*), 
k=l 

which is subexponential. It follows that H is p-learnable. 

5. Polynomial learnability 

Suppose that H is p-learnable. For learning to be efficient in any sense, we certainly 

need a sample-size bound which, as well as being independent of c, does not increase 

too dramatically as E and 6 decrease (and the learning task becomes, consequently, more 

difficult). It is appropriate to demand that, for efficiency, the sample-size (and hence 

running time of any efficient learning algorithm) be polynomial in l/s. Furthermore, 

since if one doubles the size of a sample, then one would expect to square the proba- 

bility that a bad hypothesis is consistent with the sample, we require the sample-size 

to vary polynomially in ln(1/6). We therefore make the following definition: 

Definition 5.1. Hypothesis space H is polynomially p-learnable if for any E, 6 in (0, l), 

there is rng =mg(.z, 6), polynomial in l/c and ln( l/6), such that, given any c E H, 

m 2 mo * pm{xEXm : hazJH[x]) < E} > 1 - 6. 

We have observed that if the expectation of n,(x) is subexponential then H is 

p-learnable. We have the following result. 
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose H is a hypothesis space on X and p is a distribution on X. If 

there is O-CCC< 1 such that (for large n), log E,,(IIH(x))<n’PZ then H is polynomiall_v 

p-learnable. 

Proof. Let n=2(‘PX)iCc(4/&)‘/” log(2/6), where log denotes binary logarithm, and sup- 

pose that E < l/4. Then n 3 (4/s) log(2/6) and so &n/4 > log(2/6). But, also, n > 
2(1-~)/~(4/s)i/‘n and hence En/4 > (2n)‘-“. It follows that 

y 3 log 
2 0 + (2n)‘-” > log 

2 
s 

0 
; + logE2n(flH(x)), 

and so 

2 &,(n~(X)>2-““‘* < 6. 

The value of n is polynomial in l/s and ln( l/6), so H is polynomially p-learnable. 0 

The above result is essentially the best that can be obtained by using the bound 

,u~{xEX” : haz,(H[x]) > E} < 2 E2n17~f(~)22C’/2, 

since if the condition of the theorem is not satisfied (for example, if the expectation 

is of order 2n”osn ), then the resulting sample-size bound will be exponential. 

Bertoni et al. [8] studied the question of polynomial sample complexity for 

distribution-dependent learning. For x=(x(, . . .,x,) E X”‘, let C,(x) be the size of 

the largest subset of {xl,. . . ,x,} shattered by H. Then, following on from the work of 

Vapnik and Chervonenkis, Bertoni et al. showed that if there is a positive constant p 

such that 

=O(Kq, 

then H is polynomially p-learnable. 

We now take a different approach, extending work of Ben-David et al. [5] to deter- 

mine a sufficient condition for H to be polynomially p-learnable. In [5], the following 

definition was made. 

Definition 5.3. A hypothesis space H over an input space X is said to have Xo-jinite 

dimension if X= UE, Bi where the restriction H 1 Bi of H to domain Bi has finite VC 

dimension, for each i. 

Ben-David et al. [SJ proved that if a hypothesis space H has %-finite dimension then 

H is dd-learnable. The spaces in the examples of the previous section are easily seen 

to have &r-finite dimension and hence are dd-learnable; that is, they are p-learnable for 

all probability distributions /J (and not just for the particular distributions discussed). 

(Indeed, if X is countable then any hypothesis space on X has %-finite dimension, 
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and the first example is a special case of this.) It follows also that the notion of dd- 

learnability is not a vacuous one, since these same hypothesis spaces are dd-learnable 

but, being of infinite VC dimension, are not learnable. 

It is straightforward to give an example of a hypothesis space H over a (necessarily) 

uncountable input space X such that H does not have Xc-finite dimension. Take X to 

be the closed interval X= [0, 11, and let H be the space of all (characteristic functions 

of) finite unions of closed subintervals of X. Now, for any Y CX, VCdim (H ( Y) < k 

if and only if IYI < k. It follows that if X were the countable union X = Uz, Bi of 

sets Bi such that H had finite VC dimension on Bi then, in particular, each Bi would 

be finite and X, as the countable union of finite sets, would be countable. However, X 

is uncountable and we therefore deduce that H does not have &-finite VC dimension. 

The result of Ben-David et al. provides a positive distribution-dependent learnability 

result. However, it does not address the size of sample required for learnability to 

given degrees of accuracy and confidence. A closer analysis of the proof of this result 

in [5] shows that the resulting sufficient sample-size will not be polynomial in l/s and 

log(l/6) for many distributions. To introduce the approach taken here, we first have 

the following result. In this result, to say that a sequence {Sk}& of subsets of X is 

increasing means that Si 5 S, C Ss C . . . . (Ben-David et al. [5, 61 made implicit use of 

this notion). 

Proposition 5.4. H has G-finite dimension if and only if there exists an increasing 

sequence {Sk}kE, of subsets of X such that U,“=, Sk =X and VCdim(H /Sk) d k. 

Proof. Suppose that H has J&-finite dimension, and let the sets Bi be as in the def- 

inition. Let x0 E B1 and set Bo={xo}. For k 3 1 let Sk = Uzi’Bi, where m(k) is the 

maximum integer m such that the restriction of H to UF=, Bi has VC dimension at 

most k. Given any x EX, there is an m such that x E UE, Bi. Suppose that H restricted 

to UE, Bi has VC dimension k. Then m(k) 3 m, so x E&. Conversely, if such sets S, 

exist, take Bi=Si. Then VCdim(H IBi) is finite, and Uz, Bi=X. 0 

If H ‘nearly’ has finite VC dimension, in some sense, we might hope to get poly- 

nomially bounded sample-sizes. Motivated by the above result, we make the following 

definition. 

Definition 5.5. Hypothesis space H has polynomial Xo-finite dimension with respect 

to p if X= U& Sk where {Sk}& is increasing, VCdim(H I&) < k, and 

1 - /(Sk)=0 ; ( > 
for some constant c > 0. 

Benedek and Itai [7] have gone some way towards investigating sufficient sample- 

sizes for distribution-dependent learnability in the case of discrete distributions (that is, 

distributions non-zero on only countably many elements of the example space). With 
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the definition of polynomial Xo-finite dimension, we can develop a theory for both 

continuous and discrete distributions. We have the following result, which we prove 

by a method similar to that used in [5]. 

Theorem 5.6. Let H be u hypothesis space ocer X, und ,LI a probubility rneu.wr~ 

defined on X. If H has polynomial Xo-:jinite dimension with respect to p, then H is 

dd-leurnuble and polynomiully p-learnable. 

Proof. Suppose that H has polynomial Xo-finite dimension with respect to p. Suppose 

that 0 < i: < l/4 and S CX is such that p(S) 3 1 - e/2. The probability (with respect 

to p”“) that a sample of length m=21, chosen according to p, has at least half of its 

members in S is at least 

Now, 

Therefore, this probability is at least 1 -s’2’-‘. If I 3 lo = log( l/6) (where log denotes 

logarithm to base 2) then 

&log& + 1) d log f 
0 

(loge+ l)=logb (log (;) - 1) <log6 

and this implies that the above probability is greater than 1 - 6/2. (Note that we have 

used the fact that, since I-: < l/4, log E + 1 is negative). 

Let k(c)= min{k : p(&) > 1 - s/2}. The above shows that, with probability at least 

1 - 6/2, a random sample of length m > 210 has at least half of its members in S =&.). 

Let 

Suppose c E H is the target concept. Since H 1 S has VC dimension at most k(c), m, 

is, by Theorem 2.2, twice a sufficient sample size for the learnability of H 1 S with 

accuracy s/2 and confidence 1 - 612. Let m 3 m,, and let I= [m/2] > lo. If x EX” 

is such that x has at least 1 of its entries from S=,6QE), then we shall denote by xs 

the unique vector of length 1 whose entries are precisely the first I entries of x from 

S, appearing in the same order as in x. Let ~1 be the probability measure induced on 

S by p. Thus, for any measurable subset A of X, 
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Observe that if h EH[x] and err(h) > E then, since p(S) > 1 - a/2, the function h IS 

(h restricted to S) is such that h ISE(H IS)[xs] and 

er,,(hlS)= 
1 &(“EX : h(x) # c(x)} n S) > - (E - ;> > ;. 

P(S) 

Therefore, denoting the number of entries of a vector x which lie in S by s(x), we 

have 

pm{xEX” : haz,(H[x]) > E} 

=pm{x : haz,(H[x]) > F, s(x) > I} + p*{x : haz,(H[x]) > a, s(x) < I}. 

The second measure here is at most S/2 since with probability at least 1 - 6/2, s(x) 

is at least 1. Further, 

$‘{xEX~ : haz,(H[x]) > E and s(x) 3 I} 

=zY{xEX~ : haz,(H[x]) > &IS(X) 2 I} ZL~{XEX” : s(x) 3 I} 

< p”{x~X~ : 3h~H[x] with er,(h) > &IS(X) > I} 

,< pm{x &Yrn : 3f E (H ( S)[XS] with et-,,(f) > a/2}, 

where, for any events A and B, ,P(AIB) is the conditional probability (with respect 

to $“) of A given B. Now, if s(x) 2 Z and x is p-randomly chosen, then xs is a 

pr-randomly chosen sample of length I. Therefore this last measure is at most 6/2, 

since Z is a sufficient sample-size for the learnability of H (5’ to accuracy c/2 with 

confidence 612. 

Note that the preceeding analysis, since it holds true for any distribution 11, shows 

that H is dd-learnable. Now, since H has polynomial &-finite dimension with respect 

to ZA, there are c, R > 0 such that 1 - p(Sk) < R/kc, so that 

which is polynomial in l/a. Therefore m, is a sufficient sample-size which is polynomial 

in l/a and in ln(1/6), and hence H is polynomially p-learnable. 0 

We remark that the first part of the theorem (namely that polynomial &-finite dimen- 

sion implies dd-learnability) follows directly from the results of Ben-David etal. [5, 61 

together with Proposition 5.4. However, further analysis, as given in the proof, is 

necessary to establish polynomial learnability. 

To illustrate the idea of polynomial Xo-finite dimension, consider again the examples 

of the previous section. For the first example, we see that the space has polynomial 

&-finite dimension by taking Sk to be the union of the sets B1 through to Bk. The 

sequence {Sk}kTr is increasing and U,“==, Sk =X. Further, if x E ST is shattered, the 

entries of x must lie entirely within one of the Bi (1 < i < k) and hence 

VCdim(H/&)= max{VCdim(HJB,) :j d k}=VCdim(HIBk)=k. 
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Now, 1 - p(&) = 1/2k, so H has polynomial %-finite dimension with respect to ~1 and 

H is polynomially p-learnable. 

For the second example, let Sk = 10, k*]. Then {Sk}& is an increasing sequence with 

union X and VCdim(H (&)=2k. (Clearly, the factor 2 here is of no consequence). 

Further, 1 - p(&)=e-k2 and so H has polynomial Xc--finite dimension with respect 

to /.l. 

It remains to give an example of a hypothesis space H over an input space A’, 

together with a probability distribution p on X, such that H has &r-finite dimension 

but does not have polynomial Xc-finite dimension with respect to p. We present an 

example similar to one given by Bendek and Itai [7]. To this end, let X be the set 

of all positive integers and H the set of all (characteristic functions of) subsets of X. 

The input space is countable, and therefore H has Xo--finite dimension. Define the 

probability measure ~1 on X by 

u({x))= 
1 1 

log(x + 1) - log(x + 2) 

Suppose that the sequence of sets {&}gt is such that 

.x= c Sk and VCdim(H/&) 6 k. 
k=l 

Clearly, VCdim (H 1 Sk ) = /Sk 1 But H restricted to Sk is supposed to have VC dimen- 

sion at most k. Therefore, for each integer k, Sk has cardinality at most k. It follows 

that 

p(&) < &{l,&...,k})=l - ’ 
log(k + 2)’ 

and 1 - p(&) 3 l/ log(k + 2). Thus, H does not have polynomial X0-finite dimension 

with respect to p. 

We have not established in this paper that polynomial Xa-finite dimension is neces- 

sary for polynomial learnability. However, one can show directly that, for the H and 

p just discussed, H is not polynomially p-learnable. For suppose that the target is the 

identically-O function and that a sample x of size m is given. There is a hypothesis con- 

sistent with the target on x and with error at least E unless ,u({x; : 1 d i < m}) > 1 - i:. 

We therefore need to have 

1 - E < ~({x, : 1 d i < m}) d 1 - 
1 

log(m + 2)’ 

so that m > e’l” - 2, which is exponential in 11~. 

[l] D. Angluin, Queries and concept learning, Mach. Learning (1988) 3 19-342. 
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